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BELGRAVIA GALLERY
Belgravia Gallery was established some 30 years ago by Anna Hunter and has been run
together with her daughter, Laura Walford, for the past 20 years.

B

est known for selling signed lithographs
for good causes by well-known names
such as Nelson Mandela, HRH The
Prince of Wales, Sir Peter Blake and Andy
Warhol, the gallery also exhibits work by emerging
and established artists and sculptors. Greek
paintings of turquoise waters by Maria Filopoulou
can be found alongside colourful abstract paintings
by Monroe Hodder; stone sculptures of tall
elongated women by Bettina Seitz sit well amongst
the African-inspired paintings of Jan Coutts.
The gallery was situated in Belgravia (hence
the name) and then Mayfair until last year, when it
relocated to its stunning premises in the Surrey Hills
just outside Guildford. The range of art can now
be viewed in a home environment - a dining room,
living room or bedroom - and gives collectors a far
greater ability to imagine how a work may look in
their own home. Home or office visits can also be
arranged along with viewings in London.
The gallery’s ethos has always been to be
welcoming, approachable and informal – and
to encourage those who may be intimidated by
a gallery to feel at home. Anna and Laura enjoy
helping those wishing to start a collection, no matter
what the budget, and those wishing to add to their
existing collection. They are also happy to advise on
where art should be placed in a home or office and
can provide art installation and re-framing services.
For clients looking for a particular work of art,

“The range of
art can now be
viewed in a home
environment - a
dining room, living
room or bedroom and gives collectors
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their own home”

Top left: Victor Egorov - Verbier, Switzerland
Above, from top: Hand of Africa - Nelson Mandela;
Nelson Mandela, Love. Limited Edition Signed
Lithograph, Edition size 30. Launched 2018 in
celebration of Nelson Mandela’s Centenary
anniversary
Top right: John Illsley (of Dire Straits)
- Figure in a Landscape
Right: Jan Coutts - Sprinting Cheetahs
Left: Maria Filopoulou - Underwater Swimmers
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the gallery are able to source particular works by a
variety of different artists.
The gallery has a charity building schools and
helping encourage livelihoods in India – for more
information visit – www.sebsschool.org
Artists include: Nelson Mandela, HRH The
Prince of Wales, Sir Peter Blake, Andy Warhol, John
Illsley, Monroe Hodder, Maria Filopoulou, Charlie
Mackesy, Bettina Seitz, Ian Thomson, Chris Levine,
Jan Coutts and others.
Belgravia Gallery, Online and Surrey Hills. For
more information contact us: 020 7495 1010.
laura@belgraviagallery.com.
www.belgraviagallery.com

